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We Deliver Experiences.
Brands are not being built on advertising. If you fly Jet
Blue, you talk about the experience. That's how you
build brands today, through experiences…Ultimately, it's
going to be about creating experiences for people.
John Hayes, CMO, American Express
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Ready, Set, Learn.
The Unified Brand Experience Lab can help you learn about
new ways to engage the consumer. An experiential proof of
concept for usability testing.
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For Members.

In-Store Marketing Agency.
Founded over 30 years ago, Unified Resources in Display has always
been guided by a transformational vision for the physical retail industry,
which has continued to evolve as technology has integrated and
reshaped the retail environment.
Our promise is to use our expertise to constantly
re-imagine the shopping experience and engage customers in new ways
that accelerate the world’s leading retailers and brands.

Clients We Serve.

What We Do..
The Brand Experience Lab is an agent of innovation creating authentic and
engaging brand experiences through the creative use of relevant emerging
technologies.
Thought-provoking solutions are designed and tailored to convey brand
messages then integrated into marketing/retail campaigns.
Cutting-edge technologies are sourced, tailored and developed for brands to
engage, entertain, educate and motivate audiences.
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Tech Space & Accelerator.
A New Innovative Co-Working Tech Space And Accelerator With A Differentiated Ecosystem Providing Value And
Increased Revenue To:
Retail Technology Providers

Retailers

Brands

World-class technology
partners from across the
globe and expert brand
support teams. An inspiring
retail-centric innovation
catalyst, that curates ontarget solutions, technology
and innovations to grow
retailer and brand business.

We are continuously
identifying tech partners from
around the globe. We analyze
needs of brands and retailers,
purchase patterns, trends,
and promising technology
innovations. Technology is
presented for your teams to
see first-hand how it’s
relevant and actionable.

Using consumer insights and
identified technology, we bring
together retail industry
expertise. With 14,000 sq. ft,
BEL is located conveniently in
a historic building on the
Hoboken PATH station in
Jersey City, NJ. Plenty of room
for team sessions, meetings,
seminars or getting work done
in a cool environment.

Universities

Exciting opportunity to
collaborate with leading
solution providers and
universities to test innovative
technologies and work in
partnership to enhance and
develop new and disruptive
solutions.

•

Helping Brands & Retailers..
We are bringing businesses together, brands and retailers with technology
partners that will shape the future of retail. We are deeply rooted in the
shopper journey process, utilizing data and insights, along with best
practices in display design.
Whether you’re looking to better connect with your customers, increase
revenue, tell a better story, or respond to dynamically changing retail
climate, we can help.
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Promoting Emerging Tech..
We Help Emerging Tech companies reach their audience.
BEL provides integrated solutions for Brands and Retailers utilizing
emerging technology, shopper insights and retail industry experts. We
give tech companies in VR/AR and OOH industries a place to work,
showcase and sell the technologies they’re creating.
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Partnerships..
BEL has strategic partnerships with the country’s leading universities and
industry thought leaders.

Access to groundbreaking thinkers, cutting-edge innovation, emerging
trends, paired with graduates or school sponsored projects.
We are also working with a number of top tier technology incubators to
globally identify emerging companies that can join the Brand Experience
Lab after completing their incubation process.
Exciting opportunity to collaborate with leading solution providers and
universities to test innovative technologies and work in partnership to
develop new disruptive solutions.
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Some of the programs we’re currently
speaking with:

Space To Grow.
Almost 14,000 sf (with another 14,000 sf if needed!) with plenty of
room for both the tech showcase and working space for our members
A full service building with 23 loading docks and large freight elevators
Located in a historic building just minutes from the Hoboken PATH
station. Easily accessible for both members and clients
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Tech Accelerator.
Based on the stage of development, proof of concept, technological
implementation and level of market readiness subject to BEL’s discretion
Opportunity to:
Demonstrate your technology to key retailers, retailers and clients.
Present your technology to Unified/BEL clients and contacts.
Work with Unified Merchandising LLC for manufacturing support, from prototype
through final product.
ADDITIONAL SERVICES:
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Acceleration/consulting services

Marketing/design support

Business operations support

Business plan/investment plans

Sales Office In NYC.
For companies outside of NYC, BEL staff can act as your local

business development staff. We can represent you in all client
presentations that are necessary, acting as your staff on the
ground in NYC.
This allows you to be able to react quickly to client requests,
without incurring last minute travel expenses
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What We Offer Members.
Shared Space working with
BEL design team

Use of the shared space to
host up to 4 events per year

Access to tech member network
spaces whilst in NY

Demonstration area to
present products
and technology

Client support for hosted meetings

Desks & office furniture
Conference room facilities

Kitchen for your staff and
guests
Wi-fi connectivity throughout
premises

Participation in all events hosted on the premises including (based on availability and suitability) industry specific
events, meet-ups with other entrepreneurs, workshops about general business topics
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Future State.
As we become more digital, our physical environments becomes
even more important, for both employees and customers.
For retailers, this is even more critical, as online shopping continues
to grow exponentially every year. Retailers must rethink how they
create better engagements throughout their physical locations.
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SHOPPER JOURNEY WITH
POTENTIAL TECHNOLOGY
SHOP

PRE-SHOP
Mobile - tap & know
technology, NFC, AI, AR,
3D, QR scan, digital
messaging/pricing, - one to
one marketing at store level

Shopper
Journey
AWARENESS

Social media, website, NFC
technology, AI, AR, 3D,
directional speaker, QR
scan, digital
messaging/pricing,
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Source: McKinsey & Company

CONSIDERATION

POST-SHOP

Mobile - AI, AR technology,
loyalty apps, special
features, recipes, promotions

PURCHASE

Mobile - tap & go cashless
payment technology, AI, AR,
shelf monitoring, lift-view
technology,

RETENTION

ADVOCACY

Mobile - AI, AR technology,
Social media/loyalty apps,
special features, help,

Identifying Technologies.
At the Brand Experience Lab, we are continuously
identifying world-class technology partners from across
the globe for retailers and brands.

Identified technologies :
• Augmented reality and virtual reality
• Cashier-less payment technologies
• 3D displays
• Directional sound technologies
• Gestural Tracking
• Location data
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•
•
•
•
•

Indoor navigation
Smart/interactive displays
Voice activated displays
Interactive Mirrors
In-store digital networks and interactive
signage

Shopper Technologies.
Inform, Engage, Inspire.
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PAYMENT EXPERIENCE
Mobile payment apps are estimated to be
worth $14 trillion by 2022.
44% of consumers age 35-44 have a mobile wallet, and
the number is expected to rise quickly in the next few years.

Consumers of all ages still say going to physical stores to
make purchases is their first choice, including 58% of
Gen Zers.
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Source: Guardian

CASHERLESS PAYMENT
TECHNOLOGY
Tap & Go. Tap To Know.
We are working with several companies to
explore a variety of tools for cashierless
payment.

Customers are able to browse and shop
spaces physically and digitally completing
their purchases within these apps, negating
the need for front end cash wraps.
In addition, content about products or
promotions can be delivered to mobile
devices, creating more immersive ways to
engage the consumer.
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Tap & Go Payment Process
Tap To Know Content Delivery

AUGMENTED REALITY

Augmented reality refers to computer
displays that add virtual information to a
user's sensory perceptions.
Unlike virtual reality which aims to replace the real
world, Augmented Reality only supplements it.
Augmented Reality overlays graphics and text
on the user's view of his or her surroundings,
tracking the position and orientation of the
user's head so that the overlaid material can be
aligned with their view of the world.
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Companies like Ikea, Lego and others
have successfully brought AR technologies
into their in-store experience.

VIRTUAL REALITY
When I started using VR back in the early 1990’s, we called the
work we were doing Experiential Advertising, the use of VR to let
the consumer enter and interact with the virtual world and
experience brand messaging in a whole new way.
Experiential Advertising is one of the most innovative applications
for virtual reality technology. Consumers can now enter and, more
importantly, interact with a corporate marketing message. The
possibilities are endless. From traveling through the human body to
playing a virtual football game, consumers will be able to
experience almost any marketing world. Virtual reality offers the
ultimate sampling opportunity and will present a clutter-breaking
event that will draw attention to any product. Experiential
Advertising is an excellent opportunity to influence the buying
decision of today's sophisticated consumer.
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DIRECTIONAL SOUND TECHNOLOGIES
A beam if light can be controlled in many ways – it
can be aimed at one person or spread to fill a room.
We now do the same thing with sound.
The Audio Spotlight is a revolutionary audio
technology that creates sound in a narrow
beam, just like light. Aim the flat, thin speaker
panel to your desired listening area, and
provide all of the sound and none of the
noise.™
Audio Spotlight uses a tight as light™ beam of
ultrasound as a "virtual acoustic source",
enabling unprecedented control of sound
distribution.
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Haptics
Haptic technology uses ultrasound to
create rich, three-dimensional shapes and
textures that can be felt, but not seen.
With ultrasonic haptics, you can add
amazing haptics to virtual objects, develop
immersive holographic interfaces, and
augment gesture control with natural
tactile feedback. You can unlock the true
potential of touch.
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Main Contacts.
Jim Ackerman
CEO
jca@unifiedrid.com
m: 201.982.1572
website: http://unifiedrid.com

David Polinchock
President, Technology Curator
Brand Experience Lab
m: 973.583.6746
david@belunified.com
website: http://belunified.com
blog: http://blog.polinchock.com/
twitter: http://twitter.com/BELUnified
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